GUIDES FOR RESEARCH

- Basic guide to Irish records for Family History / Brian Mitchell, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Mitchell*
- Finding Your Irish Ancestors: Unique Aspects of Irish Genealogy / Brian Mitchell, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Mitchell*
- In Search of Your British & Irish Roots: A Complete Guide to Tracing Your English, Welsh, Scottish & Irish Ancestors / Angus Baxter, *929.1 Bax*
- Irish and Scotch-Irish Ancestral Research: A Guide to the Genealogical Records, Methods, and Sources in Ireland / Margaret Dickson Falley, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Falley*
- Irish Records: Sources for Family and Local History / James G. Ryan, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Ryan*
- Pocket Guide to Irish Genealogy / Brian Mitchell, *929.1 Mit*
- A Student's Guide to Irish American Genealogy / Erin McKenna, *929.2 McKenna*
- Researching Irish Archival & Repository Centres / Brian W. Hutchison, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Hutchison*
- Researching Irish Census Records...Including Census Substitute Records / Brian W. Hutchison, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Hutchison*
- Researching Irish Church Records...Conformist & Non-Conformist / Brian W. Hutchison, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Hutchison*
- Researching Irish Civil Registration Records / Brian Hutchison, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Hutchison*
- Tracing Your Irish Ancestors: the Complete Guide / John Grenham, *929.1 Gre*
- Tracing Your Irish Family History / Anthony Adolph, *929.1 Ado*

SURNAMES

- Book of Irish Names: First, Family & Place Names / Ronan Coghlan, *Int. Ireland 929.4 Coghlan*
- [Sloinnte Gaedheal is Gall (Romanized form)]. Irish names and surnames / Patrick Woulfe, *Int. Ireland 929.4 Woulfe*
- The Surnames of North West Ireland: Concise Histories of the Major Surnames of Gaelic and Planter Origin / Brian Mitchell, *Int. Ireland 929.42 Mitchell*

IRISH IN MICHIGAN

- Irish in Michigan / Seamus P. Metress and Eileen K. Metress, *325.2415 Met*
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IRISH IN IRELAND

- Cobh: The Queenstown Story: Genealogical Guide / Cobh Heritage Centre, *Int. Ireland 941.95 Cobh*
- The Cromwellian Settlement of Ireland 1652-1660 / John P. Prendergast, *Int. Ireland 929.3 Prendergast*
- Family Names of County Cork / Diarmuid O’murchadha, *Int. Ireland 941.95 O’murchadha*
- The Fermanagh Story: A Documented History of the County Fermanagh from the Earliest Times to the Present Day / Peadar Livingstone, *Int. Ireland 941.63 Livingstone*
- General Alphabetical Index to the Townlands and Towns, Parishes, and Baronies of Ireland: Based on the Census of Ireland for the Year 1851, *Int. Ireland 910.3 General*
- Index to Irish Wills / WPW Phillimore and Gertrude Thrift, *Int. Ireland 910.3 Indexes*
- Index to the Prerogative Wills of Ireland 1536-1810 / Sir Arthur Vicars, *Int. Ireland 910.3 Vicars*
- The Irish and Anglo-Irish Landed Gentry: When Cromwell came to Ireland, or, a Supplement to Irish Pedigrees / John O'Hart, *Int. Ireland 929.3 O’Hart*
- Irish Marriages: Being an Index to the Marriages in Walker’s Hibernian Magazine 1771-1812 / Henry Farrar, *Vital Records 941.5 Ireland Marriage*
- Irish Pedigrees: Or, the Origin and Stem of the Irish Nation / John O'Hart, *In Reference Office*
- Land Owners in Ireland 1876 / presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty, *Int. Ireland 910.3 Landowners*
- The Palatine Families of Ireland / Henry Z Jones, Jr. *Int. Ireland 929.7 Jones*
- The People of Ireland 1600-1699 Parts One and Two / David Dobson, *Int. Ireland 929.3 Dobson*
- Richard Griffith and His Valuations of Ireland / James R. Reilly, *Int. Ireland 929.3 Reilly*
- Tombstones of Ireland: Counties Down & Roscommon / by Joanne C. Fisher Schmidt, *Int. Ireland 941.65 Schmidt*
- Tracing Your Limerick Ancestors / Margaret Franklin, *Int. Ireland 941.94 Fra*
- Tracing Your Mayo Ancestors / Brian Smith, *Int. Ireland 941.73 Smi*
- Tracing Your Roscommon Ancestors / John Hamrock, *Int. Ireland 914.75 Hamrock*
- Tracing Your Sligo Ancestors / James G. Ryan, *Int. Ireland 941.72 Ryan*
- Tracing Your Westmeath Ancestors / Grettta Connell, *Int. Ireland 941.815 Connell*
- Tracing Your Clare Ancestors / Brian Smith & Gerry Kennedy, *Int. Ireland 941.93 Smith*
- Tracing Your Cork Ancestors / Tony McCarthy & Tim Cadogan, *Int. Ireland 941.95 McCarthy*
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- Tracing Your Donegal Ancestors / Helen Meehan & Godfrey Duffy, Int. Ireland 941.693 Meehan
- Tracing Your Dublin Ancestors / James G. Ryan & Brian Smith, Int. Ireland 941.83 Ryan
- Tracing Your Galway Ancestors / Peadar O’Dowd, Int. Ireland 941.74 O’Dowd

PASSENGER LISTS, IMMIGRATION & EMISSION

- An Alphabetical Index to Ulster Emigration to Philadelphia, 1803-1850 / Raymond D. Adams, Int. Ireland 974.811 Adams
- Emigrants from Ireland to America, 1735-1743: A Transcription of the report of the Irish House of Commons into Enforced Emigration to America / Frances McDonnell, Int. Ireland 973 McDonnell
- Erin's Sons: Irish Arrivals in Atlantic Canada / Terrence M. Punch. 1761-1863, 4 Volumes, Int. Ireland 971.5 Punch
- The Famine Immigrants: Lists of Irish Immigrants Arriving at the Port of New York 1846-1851, Vols 1-7, Int. Ireland 910.3
- Immigration of the Irish Quakers into Pennsylvania, 1682-1750: With Their Early History in Ireland / Albert Cook Myers, Int. Ireland 974.8 Myers
- Ireland and Irish Emigration to the New World from 1815 to the Famine / William Forbes Adams, Int. Ireland 970 Adams
- Irish Emigrants in North America Parts 1-7 / David Dobson Int. Ireland 970 Dobson
- Irish Emigration Lists 1833-1839 / Brian Mitchell, Int. Ireland 941.162 Mitchell
- Irish Passenger Lists, 1803-1806: Lists of Passengers Sailing from Ireland to America: Extracted from the Hardwicke Papers / compiled under the editorial supervision of Brian Mitchell, Int. Ireland 910.3 Mitchell
- Irish Passenger Lists, 1847-1871: Lists of Passengers Sailing from Londonderry to America on Ships of the J. & J. Cooke Line and the McCorkell Line / compiled under the direction of Brian Mitchell, Int. Ireland 910.3 Mitchell
- Passenger Lists from Ireland / J. Dominick Hackett, Int. Ireland 910.3 Hackett
- Ships from Ireland to Early America 1623-1850, Vols I and II / David Dobson, Int. Ireland 970 Dobson

ATLASES & MAPS

- A new genealogical atlas of Ireland / Brian Mitchell, Int. Ireland 910.3 Mitchell
- Map of England and Ireland Invasions 1797 – located in map cabinet
- Map of Great Britain & Ireland 1772 – located in map cabinet
- Map of Ireland circa 1820 – located in map cabinet
- Map of Ireland 1844 – located in map cabinet
Irish Resources

CENSUS

- Ireland: 1841/1851 Census Abstracts (Northern Ireland) / Josephine Masterson, *Int. Ireland 910.3 Masterson*
- Ireland: 1841/1851 Census Abstracts (Republic of Ireland) / Josephine Masterson, *Vital Records Ireland Census*
- Researching Irish Census Records...Including Census Substitute Records / Brian W. Hutchison, *Int. Ireland 929.1072 Hutchinson*

IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE

- Irish America: Coming into Clover: The Evolution of a People and a Culture / Maureen Dezell, *973.049162 Dez*

WEBSITES

- Civil Registration - [www.irishgenealogy.ie](http://www.irishgenealogy.ie)
- Taxation (Tithe Applotment Books) - [http://titheapplotmentbooks.nationalarchives.ie/search/tab/home.jsp](http://titheapplotmentbooks.nationalarchives.ie/search/tab/home.jsp)
- Taxation (Griffiths Valuation) - [http://www.askaboutireland.ie/griffith-valuation/](http://www.askaboutireland.ie/griffith-valuation/)
- Church Records (Roman Catholic) - [https://registers.nli.ie](https://registers.nli.ie)
- Church Records (Church of Ireland) - [https://www.ireland.anglican.org/about/genealogy](https://www.ireland.anglican.org/about/genealogy)